
 

 

MINUTES 
STMA Conference Call 

2/01/2012 

 
Attendees: 
Stacey Jo Withers - PA 
Kelly May - CA 
Mark Milstein – NY 
Tim Hay – OR 
Catherine Demarco - WV 
Tami Nelson – UT 
Sue Kahle – MN 
Pam Johnson - OR 
 
Call hosted by Pennsylvania 
 

WSCA Updates: 
 
Travel Center: Tim said the WSCA Travel center is officially up and running and  is already 
being used.  Two webinars were recently conducted, one for the vendors participating in the 
program and the other for states wanting more information.   The state webinar was recorded 
and is available for viewing on the Oregon WSCA website.  http://wsca.oregon.gov  States can 
access the basic lodging site without needing to sign a participating addendum with US Travel.  
If states want access to the vehicle rental and discount airline program on the booking tool, they 
will need to sign a participating addendum with US Travel.   The WSCA Travel Center is located 
at www.wscatravel.com 

Vehicle Rental Update:  An amendment was signed with Enterprise/National restricting the use 
of large passenger vans to drivers 21 and older.   An amendment was not executed with Hertz 
and drivers 18 and older can still operate large passenger vans.  Hertz approached Oregon 
about adding Dollar/Thrifty brands to the agreement.   It has been approved by Oregon's legal 
department and it waiting for an official letter from Hertz to add the brands.   
 



Discounted airfares:  The master price agreement has been signed with Southwest Airlines 
and several states are wanting to sign up.  States that have an existing contracted travel agent, 
they will need execute a Participating Addendum with Southwest Airlines.   Southwest will 
require a dedicated ARC and Pseudo City Code from the travel agency.  The will provide you a 
form to send to you  travel agency to complete and return to Southwest.   If a state is going to 
use the WSCA Travel Center, Southwest already has US Travels ARC and Pseudo City info.    
States will indicate on the participating addendum if they are using their own travel agency or 
the WSCA Travel Center. 

P-Card / Travel Card: The WSCA P-Card sourcing team met in Seattle to evaluate the 
proposals and identified the apparent successful proposers for P-Card/ Travel Card.   The State 
of Washington will soon release the intent to award and the names of the winner proposers will 
be announced then.  The JP Morgan Chase, US Bank and Bank of America proposals were 
evaluated for P-Card and Travel Card.     WEX and Voyager were evaluated for fleet card. 

Travel Policy Information: Stacey Jo mentioned that she is having trouble gathering 
information from States where she doesn't have contact information.   It was suggested that she 
send an email out on STMA link identifying the states she needs information for. 

New Horizons: Tim mentioned that he is leaving the State of Oregon to take a new job with the 
WSCA-NASPO Cooperative Purchasing Organization as a Cooperative Development 
Coordinator.    Tim said he asked WSCA-NASPO to be the Cooperative Development 
Coordinator who oversees the WSCA Travel Sourcing team to help maintain consistency and 
ease in the transition.   Pam Johnson from Oregon will be the new contact for the Oregon and 
WSCA Travel Contracts.  He hopes to continue to participate in the calls and attend the SGTP 
Conference.   With Tim's departure, the host state will now be responsible setting the agenda 
and publishing in on STMA-Link.   Tim will continue to maintain the STMA website.  He has 
been personally maintaining this site for the past years and will keep the site updated as 
requested from the STMA.  Tim will forward his new contact information to everyone as soon as 
he has it.  

State Round Table:   
PA- Stacy Jo said PA is getting ready to release an RFP for travel agency services.  They are 
debating whether having the managed travel program include conferences or just have 
agencies make their own conference arrangements. 

CA- Kelly said their conference and event unit is being disbanded at the end of June this year. 

The next conference call is June 5, 2013, host state West Virginia.  


